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Abstract. In this paper, we compare CNN-based estimation and searchbased estimation for image-based food calorie estimation. As the upto-date direct food calorie estimation methods, we proposed a CNNbased calorie regression in [5], while Miyazaki et al. [9] proposed an
image-search-based estimation method. The dataset used in the CNNbased direct estimation [5] contained 4877 images of 15 kinds of food
classes, while the dataset used in the search-based work [9] consisted
of 6522 images without any category information. In addition, in [9],
hand-crafted features are used such as BoF and color histogram. The
problems are that both the datasets are small and as far as we know there
are no work to clearly compare CNN-based and search-based with the
same dataset. In this work, we construct a calorie-annotated 68,774 food
image dataset, and compare CNN-based estimation [5] and search-based
estimation [9] with the same datasets. For the search-based estimation,
we use CNN features instead of hand-crafted features used in [9].
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Introduction

In recent years, because of a rise in health thinking on eating, many mobile applications for recording everyday meals have been released so far. Some of them
employ food image recognition which can estimate not only food names but also
food calories. However, since these applications often require users to enter information such as food categories and size or volume, there are problems that
it is troublesome and subjective evaluation. To solve these problems, automatic
recognition of food photos on mobile devices is eﬀective [10, 11, 15, 4, 6, 1]. However, in most of the cases, estimated calories are just associated with estimated
food categories, or a relative size compared to the standard size of each food
category which is usually indicated by a user manually. Currently, no applications which can estimate food calories automatically exist. Although most of the
image recognition tasks including food category recognition have great progress
of due to CNN-based image recognition methods [16, 2, 7], fully-automatic food
calorie estimation from a food photo has still remained as an unsolved problem.
Regarding food calorie estimation, a lot of approaches have been proposed
so far. The major approach is to estimate calories based on the estimated food
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category and its size or volume [10, 11, 3, 4, 6, 12]. Since food calories strongly
depend on food categories and volumes, this approach is eﬀective and important.
In this approach, since it is costly to create a food image dataset with pixel-wise
annotation for segmentation, the number of the foods the calories of which can
be estimated was very limited.
The other approach is to estimate calories from food photos directly without estimating food categories and volumes. Only two works adopted this approach [9, 5].
Miyazaki et al. [9] estimated the amount of food calories from food photos
directly without estimating food categories and volumes. The biggest diﬃculty
on direct calorie estimation is creating datasets which contains calorie-annotated
food images. They hired dietitians to annotate calories on 6512 food photos which
up-loaded to the commercial food logging service, Food-Log1 . In their work,
they adopted image-search based calorie estimation, in which they searched the
calorie-annotated food photo database for the top k similar images based on
conventional hand-crafted features. Since their method ignored information on
food categories, their method was applicable for any kinds of foods. However,
the number of food images in the database was not enough for the search-based
method, and the employed image features was too simple.
On the other hand, we proposed a CNN-based direct food calorie estimation [5]. They employed multi-task CNNs for simultaneous estimation of food
categories and calories from food photos. In [5], we collected calorie annotated
recipe data from the online cooking recipe sites, and trained multi-task CNN
that outputs food calories and food categories from a food photo that contained
only one dish. Since there exists strong correlation between food categories and
calories, we expected that simultaneous training of both brought performance
boosting compared to independent single training. we were inspired by the work
of Chen and Ngo [2] in which we proposed a multi-task CNN to estimate food
categories and food ingredients at the same time, and proved that simultaneous
estimation boosted estimation performance on both tasks. In [5], the recipe sites
has various kind of foods, but we used only 15 food categories in the recipe
dataset for multi-task learning of food calories and food categories. In addition,
there is no fair comparison with previous works.
In this paper, regarding two representative methods on direct food calorie estimation, we compare CNN-based estimation [5] and search-based estimation [9]
with the same datasets. To do that, we construct a calorie-annotated 68,774 food
image dataset without food category. In addition, for the search-based method,
we use CNN features instead of hand-crafted features used in [9].

2

Method

In this work we compare two methods. This section briefly describes the details
of the two methods.
1
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Fig. 1. The architecture for CNN-based direct food calorie estimation ([5]).

2.1

CNN-based food calorie estimation

As a direct calorie regression method, we estimate food calories from a food
photos by CNN according to [5]. They collected calorie annotated recipe data
from the online cooking recipe sites, and trained multi-task CNN that outputs
food calories and food categories directly from a food photo that contained
only one dish. According to [5], we train the network shown in Figure 1 by the
recipe dataset for food calorie estimation. This network is a single-task CNN that
outputs food calories only. Initially, each layer is pre-trained by the ImageNet
1000-class dataset. The architecture of this network is based on VGG16 [14]. As
shown in Figure 1, only the output layer (fc8) is replaced by a single unit which
outputs food calories.
According to [5], we use a loss function as shown below for food calorie
estimation task.
L = λre Lre + λab Lab

(1)

Lab and Lre are absolute error and relative error. The absolute error is the
absolute value of the diﬀerence between the estimated value and the groundtruth, and the relative error is the ratio of the absolute error to ground-truth.
Generally, in the regression problem, a mean square error is used as the loss
function, however in [5] we used this loss function. This loss function improves
performance. where λre and λab are the weight on the loss function, and it is
usually determined so that all loss terms converge to the same value. In this
work, λre and λab are determined as follows. Firstly, the weights of the loss
terms are set to 1 and train once. In the training, the values of the losses for
each iteration are preserved. Finally, the reciprocal of the average value of the
loss in all iterations is used as the weight for the loss term of each task. In this
experiments, we fixed λre to 1.
Let yi as the estimated value of an image xi and gi as the ground-truth, Lab
and Lre are defined as following:
Lab = |yi − gi |
|yi − gi |
Lre =
gi

(2)
(3)
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Search-based food calorie estimation

In [9], Miyazaki et al. adopted image-search based calorie estimation, in which
they searched the calorie-annotated food photo database for the top k similar
images based on conventional hand-crafted features such as SURF-based BoF
and color histograms and estimated food calories by averaging the food calories
of the top k food photos.
As an image-search based calorie estimation method, we follow this searchbased method in [9]. However we use CNN features instead of conventional features such as SURF-based BoF and color histograms. In this experiments, we
use VGG16 [14] which is pre-trained with the ImageNet 1000-class dataset for
a feature extractor. We extract activation signals of fully connected layers (fc
layers) of the VGG16 network as CNN features. Both fc6 layer and fc7 layer of
VGG16 [14] are 4096-dim, so we obtain a 4096-dim feature vector for each food
image. Initially, we extract CNN features for each training image and create a
database of CNN features. Then, for each test image, we search the database
for the top k similar images based on CNN features. Finally, we obtain a food
calorie by calculating their average value of top k similar images.

3

Dataset

The datasets used in [9, 5] are small. Then, we did not perform fair comparison of
CNN-base [5] and search-base [9] with 15 categories dataset used in [5]. Therefore
in this work we use following two datasets for comparison between CNN-base [5]
and search-base [9].
3.1

15 categories dataset

In this work, we used calorie-annotated recipe data in [5] for food calorie estimation. It costs too much to create calorie-annotated food image dataset by
hand. In [5], we focused on using commercial cooking recipe sites on the web and
collected recipe data which has food calorie information for one person. Then
we manually collected data on 15 categories, and created a total of 4877 images
dataset. In this experiment, we used this dataset for food calorie estimation by
both CNN-based method and search-based method.
3.2

All recipe dataset

In [5], we used only 15 food categories in the recipe dataset for multi-task learning
of food calories and food categories. In this work, in order to correspond to every
category, we used all recipe data. Then, we excluded photos of multiple dishes,
and photos lower than 256 × 256. For excluding photos with more than one
dishes, we used Faster R-CNN [13] trained by UEC FOOD-100 [8] which is the
food image dataset annotated bounding boxes for each image. Faster R-CNN
is the basis of the latest research on object detection using CNN, and achieves
high-speed and highly accurate detection. In the end, we created 68,774 food
images dataset.
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Experiments

In this experiments we compared CNN-based method and search-based method
for 15 categories dataset and all recipe dataset respectively. In CNN-based
method, for the test, 10 models obtained at the 100 iteration intervals from
the last 1000 iterations in training were used, and the average value of the estimated values obtained from each model was taken as the final estimated value.
In search-based method, we searched the database for the top k similar images
based on CNN features (k = 1, 5, 10). Also, we used fc6 and fc7 features of
VGG16 [14] as CNN features in this experiments.

4.1

Calorie estimation with 15 categories dataset

In this experiment, we used 15 categories dataset for food calorie estimation.
In CNN-based method, according to [5], we used 70% of the dataset for
training of single-task CNN in Figure 1 and multi-task CNN, and the rest for
testing. For optimization of the CNN, we used Momentum SGD, the momentum
value 0.9. Then we used 0.001 of the learning rate for 50,000 iterations, and then
0.0001 for 20,000 iterations with size of mini-batch 8.
In search-based method, initially, we created CNN features database by 70%
of the dataset, then the rest of the dataset was used for testing.
In addition, in this experiment, we estimated food calories by CNN-based
classification and treated this as a baseline method. Initially, we calculated an
average value of food calories for each food category using 70% of the dataset.
Then for each test image, we estimated food category by CNN, and regarded the
average calorie values over the estimated category as the estimated food calorie.
In baseline, we finetuned VGG16 [14] for 15-class food classification. Then we
used 0.001 of the learning rate for 20,000 iterations with size of mini-batch 8.
Table 1 shows the result of food calorie estimation with 15 categories dataset.
We show the average of the relative error representing the ratio between the
estimated values and the ground-truth, and the absolute error representing the
diﬀerences between both. In addition we show the correlation coeﬃcient between
estimated value and ground-truth and the ratio of the estimated value within
the relative error of 20% and 40%.
Figure 2 (b) shows the relation between the ground truth values and the
estimated calorie values by search-based method, while Figure 2 (c) shows the
relation between that by the CNN-based method.
Table 1 indicates the performance improve by single-task CNN. Compared
with search-base method (fc6, k = 15), in single-task CNN, 18.3% and 8.8 kcal
were reduced on the relative error and the absolute error, and 0.069 and 8.1%
were increased on the correlation coeﬃcient and the ratio of the estimated calories within 40% error. However, single-task CNN is not much diﬀerent from the
baseline.
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4.2

0.784
0.673
0.699
0.707
0.657
0.675
0.672
0.673
0.698
0.706
0.776
0.805

≤ 40% err.(%)

93.6
117.2
111.9
110.4
119.2
116.5
116.3
117.4
112.2
110.7
101.6
96.2

≤ 20% err.(%)

32.4
47.9
47.4
47.4
52.5
52.3
54.0
48.2
47.4
47.6
29.1
27.2

correlation

abs. err.(kcal)

Baseline
fc6 (4096-d), k=5
fc6 (4096-d), k=10
fc6 (4096-d), k=15
fc7 (4096-d), k=5
fc7 (4096-d), k=10
fc7 (4096-d), k=15
fc6+fc7 (8192-d), k=5
fc6+fc7 (8192-d), k=10
fc6+fc7 (8192-d), k=15
Single-task CNN [5]
Multi-task CNN [5]

rel. err.(%)

Table 1. Comparison of CNN-based method and search-based method with 15 categories dataset. In search-based method, we used fc6 and fc7 feature vectors and the top
k similar images. The feature vector of fc6+fc7 means that fc6 and fc7 are concatenated.
Multi-task CNN [5] is simultaneous learning of food categories and calories.

50.0
43.1
45.4
45.6
42.8
44.2
44.0
43.0
45.3
45.5
45.5
48.3

76.8
68.8
70.1
70.5
69.3
69.7
69.2
69.4
70.1
71.1
78.6
80.2

Calorie estimation with all recipe dataset

In this experiment, we used all recipe dataset. In CNN-based method, we trained
single-task CNN in Figure 1 by 80% of the dataset. In this case, since we cannot
use food category, we use only single-task without multi-task. We used 0.001 of
the learning rate for 150,000 iterations, and then used 0.0001 for 50,000 iterations. In search-based method, initially, we created CNN features database by
80% of the dataset, then the rest of the dataset was used for testing.
Table 2 shows the result of food calorie estimation with all recipe dataset. In
Table 2, similar to 15 categories dataset, it was confirmed that the CNN-based
regression is superior that the search-based methods. However, their diﬀerence
is not so significant.

5

Discussion

Compared with search-base method, the CNN-based method showed improvement in performance. However, in calorie estimation with 15 categories dataset,
single-task CNN is not much diﬀerent from the baseline. Compared with the
performance of single-task CNN with 15 categories dataset, that with all recipe
dataset was significantly lower. Because of these facts, it seems that it is eﬀective
to consider food category for food calorie estimation, because there are strong
correlation between food calories and food categories. In addition, for calorie
estimation, we think it is necessary to recognize food ingredients and sizes explicitly as well as food categories. In order to realize highly accurate food calorie
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(b) Search-based method (c) CNN-based method
(fc6 feature vector, k = 15). (Single-task CNN).

(a) Baseline
(Classification).

Fig. 2. The relation between the ground-truth values and the estimated calorie values.

0.353
0.329
0.350
0.436

≤ 40% err.(%)

141.6
144.7
141.6
132.0

≤ 20% err.(%)

122.5
128.4
122.3
60.0

correlation

abs. err.(kcal)

fc6 (4096-d), k=15
fc7 (4096-d), k=15
fc6+fc7 (8192-d), k=15
Single-task CNN [5]

rel. err.(%)

Table 2. Comparison of CNN-based method and search-based method with all recipe
dataset. In search-based method, we used fc6 and fc7 feature vectors and the top k
similar images. The feature vector of fc6+fc7 means that fc6 and fc7 are concatenated.

25.1
24.2
25.1
23.5

47.8
46.8
47.6
48.0

estimation, it is considered to be urgent to create high-quality datasets. It is
biggest issue how to build a large-scale calorie-annotated food photo dataset.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we estimated food calories directly from a food photo. In this experiments we compared CNN-based method and search-based method for 15 categories dataset and all recipe dataset respectively. Then, compared with searchbase method, CNN-based method showed improvement in performance.
As future work, we plan to combine object detection to calorie estimation,
because it is necessary to recognize more detailed information such as food ingredients and multiple objects. In parallel we prepare a calorie-annotated food
image dataset for highly accurate food calorie estimation.
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